 Section 1
 -What did King Phillip believe his role was in










relation to the Catholic Church?
-What took place in 1588?
-What happened to the Spanish economy?
-Who was expelled which hurt the economy?
-What was done to Netherlands?
-What was used to justify power?
-What helped centralize the power of the king?
-Why did armies increase?

Section 2
-What edict was declared stating religious
toleration?
-What steps were taken by Richelieu to
strengthen the power of the king?
-Why were the oppressive laws of France
accepted?
-Why were colonies recognized as important?
-What was canceled by Louis XIV?
-Where were nobles required to live?
-Who did France invade and why?
-What was formed to stop France?

Section 3
-How were Central and western Europe
different economically?

-How was the Polish king chosen?
-What steps did the Hapsburgs take to centralize
their power?
-Who was involved in the 7 Years’ War and
where was it fought?

 Section 4
 -Who was the first of the Romanov kings?
 -Who had cut off Russia from the rest of Europe?
 -How was having a warm water port important?
 -Why did Peter the Great visit western Europe?

 -What were the major reforms of Peter the

Great?(7)
 -Who did Russia fight to gain a warm water port?

 It is sufficiently known in all the lands which the Almighty has placed

under our rule, that since our accession to the throne all our efforts and
intentions have tended to govern this realm in such a way that all of our
subjects should, through our care for the general good, become more
and more prosperous. For this end we have always tried to maintain
internal order, to defend the State against invasion, and in every
possible way to improve and to extend trade. With this purpose we
have been compelled to make some necessary and salutary changes in
the administration, in order that our subjects might more easily gain a
knowledge of matters of which they were before ignorant, and become
more skillful in their commercial relations. We have therefore given
orders, made dispositions, and founded institutions indispensable for
increasing our trade with foreigners, and shall do the same in the
future.

 Peter the Great, decree for change in Russia(1702), Decree on the

Invitation of Foreigners

 Section 5
 -What was Charles I forced to sign?

 -Who opposed King Charles I?
 -Who gained power during the civil war?
 -What was continually controlled by the Puritans?

 -How did Cromwell hope to change society?
 -What laws were passed under Charles II?
 -How was James’ II rule problematic?
 -What was vowed by William and Mary?

 -What was believed about the earth?
 -What was taught by Copernicus, Descartes, and Newton?
 -How did religious scholars feel about these new thinkers?
 -What new scientific inventions were developed?
 -How were Edward Jenner and Boyle important?
 -What did Hobbes teach and what was the best form of

government?
 -What did Locke, Montesquieu, and Rousseau favor?
 -How did the enlightened thinkers feel about women?
 -What were the outcomes of the enlightenment?

 Through laziness and cowardice a large part of mankind, even after

nature has freed them from alien guidance, gladly remain immature.
It is because of laziness and cowardice that it is so easy for others to
usurp the role of guardians. It is so comfortable to be a minor! If I
have a book which provides meaning for me, a pastor who has
conscience for me, a doctor who will judge my diet for me and so on,
then I do not need to think; if I can pay, others will take over the
tedious job for me. The guardians who have kindly undertaken the
supervision will see to it that by far the largest part of mankind,
including the entire “beautiful sex,” should consider the step into
maturity, not only as difficult but as very dangerous...

But it is more nearly possible for a public to enlighten itself: this
is even inescapable if only the public is given its freedom...

All that is required for this enlightenment is freedom; and
particularly the least harmful of all that may be called freedom,
namely, the freedom for man to make public use of his reason in all
matters...
 Immanuel Kant, philosopher known for his analysis of the human

mind(1781) What is Enlightenment?

 The state of Monarchy is the supremest thing upon earth; for

kings are not only God’s lieutenants upon earth and sit upon
God’s throne, but even by God himself they are called gods.
There be thee principle similitudes that illustrate the state of
Monarchy: one take out of the Word of God and the other two
out of the grounds of policy and philosophy. In the Scriptures
kings are called gods, and so their power after a certain relation
compared to the Divine power. Kings are also compared to the
fathers of families, for a king is truly parents patriae, the politic
father of his people. And lastly, kings are compared to the head
of his microcosm of the body of man.

 James I, The Monarch of England following the reign of Queen

Elizabeth(1603), The Powers of the Monarch in England

 Section 1
 -How was France divided up?
 -What percent paid the most amount of taxes?
 -Who inspired the third estate?
 -Why was the economy suffering?

 -Who did Louis XVI attempt to tax?
 -What was the oath the 3rd Estate took?
 -What took place throughout France in 1789?





Parisian women marching to Versailles in October 1789,
engraving.

 Section 2
 -What was adopted by the National Assembly?
 -What happened to church land?

 -What happened to the King’s power?
 -How was the house divided in France?
 -What happened to the Monarchy in 1792?
 -Who allied against France?
 -What happened to France and it’s past?

 -What took place in the reign of terror?

 Section 3

 -Who became popular as a general?
 -What title did Napoleon quickly take?
 -How did Napoleon feel about the church?
 -What took place under the Napoleonic Code?
 -What territory was sold to the U.S.?

 -How was the defeat of the French important to

the British?

 Section 4
 -What was the Continental System?
 -Why did Nationalism begin to form?
 -What policy did the Russian use as they were

being invaded by the French?
 -Where was Napoleon forced to live?

 Section 5
 -What were the goals of the Congress of Vienna?
 -What took place at the Congress of Vienna?

 -Why were monarchs reinstated to power?
 -What took place for the first time?
 -Across Europe how did liberals and conservatives

feel?

The Spanish
Monarch
A Family Affair
What makes this a
family portrait?

Liberty Leading the
People
Who does the

woman represent?
What classes of
people do you see in
this picture?

 Section 1
 -How was colonial society divided in the

Americas?

 -What colony freed itself from France?

 -Who declared independence in 1811?
 -When did Mexico gain independence?












Section 2
-What were the three parts to the thinkers of Europe?
-Nationalist were usually part of what group?
-Who controlled the Balkans?
-Who did the Europeans side with in the Greek cause for
independence?
-What began to take place in Europe in the 1830s?
-Who gained power in France in 1848 and what did he
do?
-Why was Russia unable to fight in the Crimean War?
-What took place under Alexander II rule?
-What was encouraged by Alexander III?

